Al Jadida (Jdayde) 11 Dec.
Kafr Nouran 15 Nov.
Between Ariha and Al-Mastouma 3 Dec.
Iblin, Balion and Balshoun 3 Jul.
Sarjah 17 Jul.
Ehsem 17 Jul.
Qastoun 7 Aug.
Kansafra 20 Aug.
Iblin 22 Jul.

Termanin 27 Oct.
Between Ma’arat Misreen and Idlib city 11 Nov.
Idlib 7 Sep.
Balshoun 19 Aug.
Idlib 19 Aug.
Sarmad 7 Sep.
Kansafra 20 Aug.
Ariha 20 Oct.
Idlib 7 Sep.
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Conduct of Hostilities Incidents and Intensity in Northwest Syrian Arab Republic in 2021

* Open source data comprising more than 3,000 reported incidents from January to December 2021 in northwest Syria, including artillery, rockets, mortar strikes, IED detonations, heavy machine gun fire, and exchanges of fire. Incidents can range from a single event such as an airstrike to a full day of heavy fighting and are meant to highlight the relative intensity of hostilities rather than absolute figures, and is only indicative
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